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Teens get probation in street-race death
CLOVERDALE TRAGEDY »
Family of girl killed during
contest gives emotional
testimony at boys’ hearings
By JULIE JOHNSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Two Cloverdale High School students involved in the June death of
a classmate who was watching them
race cars were sentenced Thursday
to the equivalent of probation and
electronic monitoring.

The decision came during emotional hearings in which the family
of 16-year-old Angelica Contreras
expressed their grief that nobody in
the vehicles or on the sidelines reported seeing one of the out-of-control cars strike the girl. The impact
propelled her to her death down a
roadside embankment, but investigators said none of the dozen or so
teenagers present reported Contreras missing. A cyclist discovered her
body the next morning.
“Why did they have to leave her
there all night alone?” her mother,
Silvia Contreras, said before Judge

Kenneth Gnoss.
Drivers Mark Mora, 17, and Cole
Stroh, 17, appeared in separate
court hearings Thursday morning
at the Juvenile Justice Center off
Highway 12 near Oakmont. The proceedings were open to the public because of the vehicular manslaughter
charges.
Mora, whose Volkswagen Beetle
spun out and struck Contreras as it
flipped over a retaining wall, admitted at a March 2 hearing to three felony crimes of vehicular manslaughter, vehicle racing causing injury
and reckless driving causing injury.

Stroh also admitted on March 2 to
three charges: felony speed racing
causing injury, felony reckless driving causing injury and misdemeanor vehicular manslaughter.
Gnoss said during both hearings
that California criminal laws regarding juveniles are aimed at rehabilitation and education. He said the probation department’s investigation
into the teenagers’ characters and
histories — neither has prior criminal convictions — demonstrated
that he was obligated by law to offer

Angelica
Contreras
Cloverdale High
student, 16, was
struck by car,
knocked off road.
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TOWN GREEN STUDY » Council aims to maximize potential
of downtown center, evaluate site of civic buildings

Envisioning Windsor

Power
surges
snarl
BART
Mysterious malfunctions
damage 50 train cars;
2nd instance in 2 weeks
ASSOCIATED PRESS

PHOTOS BY CHRISTOPHER CHUNG / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

PUTTING CHALK TO PAVEMENT: Windsor High School calculus students Andrea Alvarez, left, Anthony Ferrero, Paige Heid, Savannah Ampuero, Isabel Torres and
Valerie Perez use chalk to work on math problems Thursday on the sidewalk at the Windsor Town Green, which is the subject of a $200,000 “visioning study.”
By CLARK MASON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

W

indsor’s Town Green
is the community’s
proud accomplishment — the centerpiece of a
new downtown that started
with a parklike square, followed
by a mix of surrounding homes,
shops and restaurants. It long
has been touted as a model of
smart growth and walkability.
Despite occasional snickers
about its artificial, even
Disneyland-like facade, the
Town Green Village has won
awards and accolades. But
the Town Green is incomplete
in the view of town officials,
especially on its northern edge

and just beyond, where some
civic buildings now stand.
To make the Town Green all
that it can be, the Town Council
this month approved a $200,000
“visioning study” intended to
maximize its potential and create more of a cohesive, mixeduse downtown.
The study, by the same
high-flying Philadelphia-based
firm that worked on the original
concept for the 4.5-acre Town
Green 20 years ago, is intended
to drum up ideas for potential
new uses for land now occupied
by Town Hall, the police station,
the library and the Huerta
Gymnasium.
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OPEN SPACES: The Huerta Gymnasium and the Windsor Civic Center buildings
and library, at top of photo, occupy the northern end of the Windsor Town Green,
across the lawn from retail shops, restaurants and other businesses.

SAN FRANCISCO — Bay
Area commuters faced overcrowded trains, travel delays
and other inconveniences for
the second time in two weeks
Thursday due to a mysterious
electrical problem affecting the
region’s rail transit system.
Bay Area Rapid Transit officials said 50
of their train BART TAKES
cars — twice as TO TWITTER
many as origi- When unhappy
nally estimated commuters
— were dam- tweeted
aged by unex- complaints,
plained power transit district
surges Wednes- surprisingly
day.
replied / A2
The voltage
spikes took out another 80 BART
cars at the beginning of the
month, but in a different segment of the system.
BART engineers have not
been able to determine what’s
causing the problem, and outside experts are being flown in
to evaluate, system spokeswoman Alicia Trost said.
“What’s occurring is that
when a train is traveling over
that section of track, it experiences a high spike in voltage
and that is damaging a piece of
the propulsion equipment on
the train car,” Trost said.
The Thursday evening commute from downtown San Francisco was expected to be just as
frustrating, if not more so, she
said.
There is speculation the glitch
might be age-related since all
the damaged train cars are of
the same vintage, Trost said. So
far, officials think the issue is
mechanical, not the result of deTURN TO BART » PAGE A2

SeaWorld will end orca breeding, tricks
By JENNIFER KAY
AND MIKE SCHNEIDER
ASSOCIATED PRESS

PHELAN M. EBENHACK / ASSOCIATED PRESS, 2011

Trainers take a break at SeaWorld’s Shamu
Stadium in Orlando, Fla. SeaWorld announced
Tuesday it will end its killer whale breeding
program and phase out theatrical shows.

ORLANDO, Fla. — Finally bowing to
years of public pressure, SeaWorld announced Thursday that it will immediately
stop breeding killer whales, and soon stop
making them perform theatrical tricks.
SeaWorld’s 29 orcas will remain on display at the company’s theme parks, but in
“new, inspiring natural orca encounters,”
the company said.
Attendance at SeaWorld’s parks dropped
after the 2013 release of “Blackfish,” a
highly critical documentary. SeaWorld reported a fourth-quarter loss of $11 million

in February.
SeaWorld CEO Joel Manby said he approached the company’s killer whale
quandary with a “fresh perspective” since
taking the helm less than a year ago, and
he realized, “society is shifting here.”
“Society’s attitude toward these very,
very large, majestic animals under human
care has shifted for a variety of reasons,
whether it’s a film, legislation, people’s
comments on the Internet,” said Manby,
who previously led the company that operates Dollywood and other theme parks.
“I really think the orca over-hang and
the questions about it — whether people
TURN TO SEAWORLD » PAGE A9
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